AC TI VI TY:

Impact, Effort, Action

45
min

Evaluate alternatives and quickly align on action steps

To quickly help teams move from a divergent range-of-alternatives
to convergence and immediate action.
You'll create a visual that helps you evaluate the alternatives and
determine where to start. By doing this with the team you will have
the opportunity to receive their input and earn their support as you
determine next steps.

1. Have a Range-of-Alternatives

(one per sticky)

Start with a diverse set of alternatives to address a clearly stated problem or
opportunity. There should be good reasons to at least consider the alternatives.

2. Draw the Quadrants
On a large board draw the quadrants/axes. The top of the vertical is High-Impact
and the outside of the horizontal is High-Effort.

3. Plot and Evaluate

(one at a time)

Simply, hold the alternative in the center of the axes. Discusses and evaluate
with the group, sliding the sticky along each axis (start with one) until it lands.

4. Determine Lead Alternative(s)
Typically, the High-Impact and Lower-Effort quadrant becomes the lead
alternative(s), but utilize the teams judgment for the topic.

5. List Action Steps and Responsibilities
With the lead alternatives in mind, create the action steps needed to pursue
them. Use aggressive timing and assign person(s) responsible.

What could you do from here?
Tips:
- Review alternatives to make sure they aren’t limiting “how you get there”
- When plotting, ask the team to consider the minimally exceptional way
you could experiment and learn from it. Try to reduce the effort.

- Continue exploring and bringing alternatives to life.
- Setup “experiments” to begin learning about alternatives
- Document this artifact and check-in subsequently with the team.

- Upper-left quadrant items should make progress in days-weeks.
See guided videos and more @ : www.advanceconcepts.co/activities
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